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The
Publisher’s
Note

F rom The Desk of the Editor

Happy Birthday to the KarpKatZ
on March 25th! They all rescued
me and LOVE being a Voice for the Voiceless through this
publication. They also enjoy ‘pet sitting’ & fostering. This issue
is also !Dedicated to My Granny ! for believing in this ‘Book’.
At 100 years old this June, she has enjoyed every page of every
issue, saying how it is easy, informative and enjoyable to read.
Did you see who is on the cover? It is our Furry Ferret Friends,
Mac, Karu & Fwin. They are celebrating National Ferret Day
on April 2nd and hope you will join them. In every issue of
AmericanPet Magazine they share great information to help
humans understand their enviroment & habits. Maybe you will
consider ‘rescuing’ two or three J Much Thanks to them for
their awesome contributions and the Ferret Census Results!
HURRY NOW! American Pet Magazine and Carole Diane
Helsin are offering to help you raise money for your favorite
animal welfare organization. You can WIN an Oil Portrait
AND All the Funds are Donated to Your Charity. Your portrait
will also be featured in an upcoming issue. How awesome is that?
Read about it on page 5. Entry ends Midnight (EST) June 15, 2013.
Check out our Pet Celebrations page. We have informing articles
about Prevention of Animal Cruelty Week, PuppyMill
Action Week, Prevention of Lyme Disease Month,
Int’l Respect for Chickens Month, Animal Disaster
Preparedness Day and Nat’l Pet Preparedness Month.
We are excitabulls about what TitusBARKS about! He has
traveled a hard road looking for his Forever Home and is grateful for
his Foster Failure Family! He (and his girl, Hailey) are AmbassaDogs
& now he is a writer. His first article ever: he tells you his thoughts
and speaks of National Adopt-a-Shelter-Pet Day. Don’t
forget to read about ‘Charlie Bear Woofs’ (he has a book too!) and
his take on Pet Appreciation Month (page 19).
Stop by and visit our new friends, Paws for the Cause. They benefit
the no-kill Tri-County Humane Society in South Florida by hosting
many events throughout the year. ALL proceeds go to Tri-County.
Also check out the American Federation of Aviculture Expo this year!

This publication may not be reproduced whole or in part without express
written consent from American Pet Magazine, LLC. The publisher reserves the
right to edit all submitted copy. The publisher reserves the right to reject
any advertising or copy they regard as harmful to the public good or deemed
to be libelous. The publisher is not responsible for typographical errors,
omissions, copy or photo misrepresentation by the advertiser. Liability shall
not exceed the cost of the portion of the space occupied by such error or advertising items of information. Under no circumstances shall the publisher
be held liable for incidental or consequential damages, inconvenience, loss
of business or services, or any other liabilities from failure to publish on
a timely manner, except as limited to the liabilities stated above. The opinions expressed by the writers of articles in American Pet Magazine, LLC publication
are not necessarily the opinions of American Pet Magazine, LLC. Any questions
please CONTACT American Pet Magazine, LLC via email: AMERICANPET@USA.COM.

We encourage you to support our Sponsors and Contributors (page 47)
by passing along this complimentary copy of AmericanPet Magazine.
A percentage from every paid advertiser will be donated to no-kill
shelters, rescues and events.

The staff, #GypsyPrince (18yrs old), #MissKitty (16yrs old) &
#PeanutButter (7yrs old), all hope you have an AmericanPet Year!!
Thank you again and HAPPY READING!! #Meow #Woof
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Be a Voice for the Voiceless!
Help Your Favorite
Animal Welfare Organization
AND Win an Oil Por trait

a Haiku for You

WIN Oil Portrait
and HELP Animal Welfare?
a VOICE for Voiceless!

			

~Suzi K

AmericanPetMagazine.com
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PET C E LE B R AT I O N S
April

		
		
National Heartworm Awareness Month
		
Prevention of Animal Cruelty Month www.aspca.org (Page 11)
		
National Pet Month
		
National Pet First Aid Awareness Month
		
Pets Are Wonderful Month
		
Prevention of Lyme Disease in Dogs Month (Page 22)
1-7
International Pooper Scooper Week
2 		
National Ferret Day www.Ferret.org (Page 26)
8		
Draw a Picture of a Bird Day
11		
National Pet Day
14-20 National Pet ID Week (Page 6)
18
Pet Owners Independence Day www.Wellcat.com
22		
Earth Day (Page 24)
24		
Sylvester the Cat’s Birthday
26
Hairball Awareness Day www.ScienceDiet.com
26		
National Kids & Pets Day
27		
Woody Woodpecker Day (Creator Walter Lant’s Birthday)
27		
Veterinary Day
28		
International Guide Dog Day
30		
National Adopt a Shelter Pet Day (Page 34)

May

		
		
Microchip your Pet Month (Page 6)
		
National Pet Month
		
National Duckling Month
		
International Respect for Chickens Month (Page 18)
4		
International Respect for Chickens Day
3		
National Disabled Pets Day
5-11
Be Kind to Animals Week www.americanhumane.org
5-11
National Pet Week www.petweek.org
6-12
Puppy Mill Action Week (Page 10)
11		
Animal Disaster Preparedness Day (Page 6)
19-25 National Dog Bite Prevention Week (Page 39)
23		
World Turtle Day
30
Hug your cat day (I do it EVERYDAY!)

June
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		Adopt-a-Shelter-Cat Month (Page 38)
		
National Pet Preparedness Month (Page 6)
		
Pet Appreciation Month (Page 19)
4
Hug your cat day (I do it EVERYDAY!)
10
World Pet Memorial Day
17-21
Take Your Pet to Work Week (Page 44)
21
Take Your Dog To Work Day (Page 44)
AmericanPetMagazine.com
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Pet Preparedness:

If A Disaster Strikes, Are You Ready?
Written by ©Dorothy Wills-Raftery

Weather conditions can change very quickly
and depending on where you live, hurricanes,
tornados, and other disasters can strike with
little or no warning. If a storm is heading in your
direction and you need to evacuate, are you ready?
Do you have an evacuation plan that includes your
pets? Well, if not, the time to develop one is now
before a disaster strikes – why not use May 11,
Animal Disaster Preparedness Day – as the
day to develop your evacuation plan, and with
June being National Pet Preparedness Month,
spread the word and help other pet parents be
ready should an emergency strike.
‘Chloe’ of the FiveSibes is microchipped and has her updated ID, rabies, license, and Home Again microchip tag on her
collar. She is also wearing a back-up harness and is restrained in the car with a pet seat belt. In the glove box, is her ID card.

Before a disaster strikes, be sure to have:

your pets microchipped and be sure the registration information is up-to-date
all collar/harnesses with current ID tags and leashes ready to go
your cell phones charged and have an extra battery handy
a pet “go kit” ready
The following items (for a recommended minimum three-day supply)
to include in your pet’s “go kit” are:
food
water
pet meds and vitamins
pet’s vaccination/vet records
treats
toys
photo ID of pets
pet bath wipes
disposable bags (for sanitary pick-up)
towels
paper towels
disinfectant wipes (for clean up)
pet beds
blankets flashlights
fresh batteries
crates
battery-operated radio
pet life jackets (if you live in flood-prone areas)
pet ramp (can double as a stretcher)
emergency contact telephone numbers (including family, veterinarian,
emergency vet clinic, Poison Control Center, pet-friendly hotels/motels, etc.)
First Aid Kit (including bandages, gauze, antiseptic,
wound care ointment, Rescue Remedy®, scissors, tweezers, etc.)
08 AmericanPetMagazine.com

...Continued on Page 9

...Continued from Page 8

		
If a disaster does happen and the
authorities issue an evacuation order, please
do not leave your pets behind. There are many
human shelters that will now accept pets. If
you can’t take them with you, have a relative
or friend who will take them in until you can
once again return to your home. Be sure to
leave the “go kit” with the care givers, along
with the location and contact numbers for
where you will be staying. Please have your pets
restrained in the car either by pet seat belts
or crates that have been stabilized, and
have a pet safety ID card with all of
your pet’s information in the glove box
in case of an accident.
		
You can also visit websites for
the Humane Society of the United States
(humanesociety.org), FEMA (ready.gov),
ASPCA (aspca.org/pet-care/disaster-preparedness),
and The Weather Channel’s Preparing Pets for
Weather Emergencies (bereadyweather.com/pets)
for more information on pet preparedness.
		
Disasters can also strike closer to
home. To be sure emergency and fire personnel
can locate your pets in your own house, adhere
a pet rescue decal alert on the windows in
your home where your pets are located. To
obtain a free decal and pet safety pack that
also includes a Poison Control Center magnet,
visit the ASPCA website at: aspca.org/about-us/
free-aspca-stuff/free-pet-safety-pack.aspx.
		
While no one ever wants to
think about a disaster, it’s important to be
prepared so in case an emergency does strike,
you and your pets will be safe and ready to
move on a moment’s notice.

Can Your Pet Be Identified in
Case of an Emergency?
		

By Dorothy Wills-Raftery

		
A hurricane sweeps through your town
and your pet goes missing. A flood causes an
evacuation, but you can’t find your dog. You are
in a fender bender and your dog chews through
the seat belt and gets out through the opened
window. You let your dog out in the yard for a
few moments only to return to discover he has
dug his way out under the fence. You are walking
your dog and she slips out of her collar and runs
down the road after a squirrel. These are all scary
scenarios that can – and do – happen. Should
your pet go missing, can it be properly identified
and able to be returned to you?
		
If a good Samaritan comes to your dog’s
aide, can he easily locate you? April 14th through
20th is National Pet ID Week and a good time
to be sure your pet’s ID tags and microchip
information are all up-to-date.
		
First and foremost, the best way to have
a dog or cat easily identified is to have him/her
microchipped. According to The Kennel Club,
“Tens of thousands of pets go missing every
year…. By microchipping, a pet has a greater
chance of finding its way home again.”
		
Not familiar with the microchipping
process? According to the ASPCA,
“Microchipping your pet involves implanting
a chip with your contact information in your
pet’s shoulder area. The chip can be read
by scanner at most animal shelters and is
an excellent way to reunite lost pets with
their families.”
		
A lost pet that has been found can easily
be scanned at a veterinarian’s office, as well as
at many shelters, to obtain the family’s contact
information, with a happy reunion between pet
and parent as the end result. A key point is to be
sure if you move or change your phone number,
to notify your vet and contact your microchip
company to update your registration data.

If you haven’t had your pet(s) microchipped yet,
May is Microchip Your Pet Month,
and a perfect time to do so.

Dorothy Wills-Raftery is an author and photojournalist. She is a member of the Dog Writers Association of America and Pet Photographer’s Alliance of America.
Hu-parent to five Siberian Huskies, her “Gibson” is the face of her “Live Gib Strong” K-9 Epilepsy Awareness campaign. Wills-Raftery, is the co-host of “The Sibe
Vibe” radio show that broadcasts on Dog Works Radio. Contact her at FiveSibes@gmail.com or visit her blog at http://FiveSibes.blogspot.com. She can also be
found on Facebook at FiveSibes: Siberian Husky K9 News & Reviews, on YouTube on the FiveSibes channel, and on Twitter and Instagram at @FiveSibesMom.

AmericanPetMagazine.com
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PUPPY MILLS

Written by Dolores Paddock

M AY 6 -1 2 i s ...

PuppyMill
Ac t i o n We e k

Puppy mills are a breeding factory, mills are a more politically polite word to use. It is a factory where
dogs are kept in cramped, locked cages with the soul purpose of pumping out puppies. Female dogs
are usually bred 2 times a year. At that rate, they usually burn out by age 5 and at that time they are
put to death. These breeder dogs never feel the tender touch of a hand, the love of a person, or have
any human contact. Their soul existence is to breed and breed again. They have never been walked,
never even treated like a dog, rather a piece of flesh that makes a ton of money for the owner of the
mill/factory. Puppy millers can make more than $300,000 each year by GROWING puppies. Note
the word growing!
About 1 million breeder dogs are confined in puppy mills throughout the country. These puppies
are sold to pet stores all over the country. Did you know that 99% of all puppies sold in pet stores
come from puppy mills and that 100% of these puppies have parasites when bought. 500,000
puppies are born in puppy mills and sold in pet stores every year in the United States. In America
alone there are over 35,000 pet stores .
Puppy mills have been around since the 1960’s, It’s time to close them all. It’s time to breed dogs
properly, or better still ADOPT don’t shop.
Puppy mills should be outlawed everywhere. They are cruel, inhumane and a disgusting way to make
a ton of money off of a dog. We the public need to realize where the cute puppies that you see in the
pet stores are coming from. We, the public, need to stop buying from pet stores and make everyone
aware of the evil things that occur at a puppy mill.

ADOPT! CLOSE DOWN THE PUPPY MILLS!
10 AmericanPetMagazine.com

Our mission brings attention to the suffering of animals. We
want to help end their torment and promote, with emphasis, at
risk companion animals. Reaching a broader audience through
social media is our way of advocating for animals.
Since most of these animal cases do not make headlines world
wide, Hand4Paws works together with other individuals to
encourage action and give a voice to those who have none.
Hand4Paws is not a registered organization. It is a group of
world wide animal activists that use social media to promote
animal rights and fight for animal welfare.
Hand4Paws informs the rest of the world and brings together
people that take action and give a voice to the animals. All work
is done on a volunteer basis, just people who truly care.

A
B
U
S
E

ll physical and mental acts of violence

estowed upon any animal or human
ltimately will stop when we band together to

top the abusers by being the voice of the voiceless.
veryone has a choice.

APRIL is ...
Prevention of
Animal Cruelty Month

Choose To Help Stop Abuse!

When I see it, I stop and report it. I DO NOT TURN AWAY!
Dolores Paddock has recently become more involved with animal rights and fighting BSL across
the United States and the world. Hand4paws has had a large impact on her desire to help fight for
all animals. She has a passion for all animals and feel that we must Be the Voice of the Voiceless!
She has two cats, Maurice and Cassie, and one dog Beauregard. They all have rescued her!
AmericanPetMagazine.com
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Paws for the Cause is the official group of volunteers dedicated exclusively to raising funds for the
Tri County Humane Society (100% no kill) animal shelter of Boca Raton, Florida.
100% of the proceeds from every monthly social event we host is for the tender loving care of at-risk,
unwanted dogs and cats from Broward, Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach Counties.

We Welcome your Contributions
3 Ways to Support the Cause:
Paws and Pals Cookbook - Submit your favorite recipes for pets and people!

100% of the proceeds from the sale of every book will be donated to the shelter
Send your submissions to Regina@aol.com

Your time is the most valuable thing you can share - Volunteer!
Ask us how at info@pawstricounty.com

Join Generous Sponsors from around the Tri-County Community

Be a Paws for the Cause Partner
Donate gifts for raffles! or Sponsor an Event!
To all those who share our passion - We thank you for your support
.... And, we look forward to seeing you at our next party!
Join Us at some of Boca Raton’s most elegant restaurants:

						
www.pawstricounty.com
						

Like Us on Facebook:
facebook.com/#!/groups/pawstricounty
					
12
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April 16th 		
May 6th			
May 29th
June 11th 		

Abe & Louise Boca Raton
Ruth’s Chris Boca Raton
Morton’s Steakhouse Ft. Lauderdale
Pinon Grille Boca Raton

S o u t h F l o r i da

Your Friendly

Pet
Sitter
&
Photographer
(in our home)

ask about DISCOUNTS for
Babies 1st visit & ‘Refer a Friend’

*photoshoots (people & pets)

* PhotoShoot can be in your
home or mine, in a studio or
on location (ie Event)

Penny, the Precious
PhotoShoot Queen
KoKo, a 6-month visitor

Cee-Lo Green,
repeat visitor &
AmericanPet Magazine
Cover Model

JaneyBlue,
found her a
forever home

CONTACT:

mag2010@usa.com

for more information

AmericanPetMagazine.com
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Business
Marketplace

704 -8 1 7 -8 3 51 • usa sa les@norther nm oods.com • www.nor ther nm ood s . c om

for advertising information
contact aMERICANpET@USA.COM

Business
Marketplace

for advertising information
contact aMERICANpET@USA.COM

Soothes and beautifies skin affected by:

Playground

Ms. Pineapple’s

Baby Eczema (dry type)
Diaper Rash
Adult dry type eczema
Flaking, dry
Chapped and Cracked hands
psoriasis
Cracked feet and cuticles
And many
other presentations of dry, irritated,
chapped, red, rough, flaking skin

EMILY Skin Soothers

RECEIVE 15% DISCOUNT
Use PromoCode: AMPET313
Expires April 30, 2013

www.emilyskinsoothers.com

FURRY
F

FLASH .. JUST UPDATED TO ENABLE MEMORIALS
TO BE CREATED FOR ALL KINDS OF ANIMALS
INDS
The iPet Memorial App was created to enable the
memory of a beloved pet to remain and be shared with
people all around the world. iPet Memorial uses the
latest Technology to enable quick and easy access to all
memorials. iPet Memorial allows you to both BROWSE
and SEARCH all the memorials that have
been uploaded. It also allows for marking those that you
like as a FAVORITE for instant viewing in the future.
Although your pet may be gone .. their memory can 			www.iPetMemorial.com
continue to live on and be a blessing to many.
			www.iPetMemorial.com
www.fidoFOTO.com

iPet
Memorial
APP

fidoFOTO is a FREE iPhone and iPad app
that allows you to ‘make funny photos
fast!’ The app comes with over 100 frames,
hats, glasses, text badges for FREE - and
fun additional themed graphics packs are
available for just .99! Add Eyes, Memorial
messages, Patriotic, Hair, Holiday graphics
and more - in seconds! Shhh, don’t tell, but
it works on pics of people too!
Windows & Android versions coming soon!
http://bit.ly/fidofotoappstore

Arotheund

HO

BOWL
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Grateful Paws Dog & Cat Rescue, Inc.
Adoption Events Monthly

3rd Annual Animal Adoption Fair
www.AnimalAdoptionFair.com

Our adoption home is the new Petsmart at
1700 N. Federal Hwy, Fort Lauderdale 33305
We are always looking for long & short-term
foster homes for dogs, cats and kittens.

Our Animal Adoption Fair is the War Memorial
Auditorium at 800 N.E 8th St, Fort Lauderdale
All indoors and air conditioned. Animal Friendly.
Veterinary Care, Live Music, Raffles. Food. Fun!
Looking for vendors & animal related services!

954-462-8840
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
GratefulPaws@bellsouth.net

Sunday, August 25, 2013 10am - 6pm
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
954-971-4432

Have an

MISSKITTY KARP

AmericanPet
Day!!

Read his Book:

What’s Wrong
with Gibson?
Written by
Dorothy Wills-Raftery
Illustrated by Michelle Littler

Owner and Photographer of ‘Gibson’
©Dorothy Wills-Raftery

Dear MissKitty,
kolumn
We hear that you and the other 2 KarpKatZ are making
alot of friends these days. The AmericanPet Magazine
contributors & sponsors are great! There are alot of
awesome articles, pictures, events, books and products
for our HAPPY READING times. You also have some
incredible friends who are helping you ‘Be a Voice
for the Voiceless’. We LOVE to hears the Woofs from
Charlie Bear. The Grapevine chirps that Titus is in the
house now, full of BARKS, and we are so excitabulls
to read his first article in this (April-June) next issue.
Regards, Hailey in Islip, NY
P.S. Finding Forever is a great book for a great cause.
Author: Dobie Houson. Thank you for suggesting it.
Dear Hailey,
Thank you for your support! PURRS to you!
Peaceful Paws, MissKitty
P.S. Aren’t you T ITUS ’ Girlfriend? #Meow
MissKitty, a 17-year-old Siamese Polydactyl,
the professional expertise and insights
of “MissKitty”. MissKitty lives in Fort
Lauderdale with her human mommy
and two kitty siblings, GypsyPrince and
PeanutButter. When she’s not working
on this column, she spends most of her
time indoors scratching with her clawless
front paws and enjoying catnip or soaking
up the sun in her backyard.

Arotheund

Paws for the Cause (www.pawstricounty.com )
Events Benefiting Tri-County Humane Society

Cinco De Mayo Pet Adoption Fiesta!
May 5, 2013 11:00-4:00pm

SouthEast Counties of Florida
561-482-8110

Centennial, Colorado
mybuddyandme.org & ddfl.org

a 100% NO-Kill! 100% of the proceeds from every monthly
social event they host is for the tender loving care of at-risk,
unwanted dogs and cats from Broward, Miami-Dade, and
Palm Beach Counties benefiting Tri-County Humane Society.

MaxFund Adoption Center - No-Kill animal shelter will be
there to kick off our monthly adoption event. We will have
costume contests, raffles, food and much more. Doug
Koktavy author of Beezer & Boomer will be here to sign his
book Noon-2:00. Food provided by Las Hadas in Aurora.

HO

BOWL
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Lessons Learned

A

from the Flock

CHICK QUESTIONS

s backyard chicken owning becomes more popular, more
and more people are looking into getting a flock of their
own. While I wouldn’t go so far as to say that everyone
needs a “chicken in every pot” (for the record, we don’t eat
our chickens we only keep them as layers). I do think that
many people and their families would benefit from having
constant access to fresh untainted meat and to have the
most glorious antibiotic-free eggs around.

Written by Wendy Thomas

I teach workshops in our town on getting started with
a backyard flock. Here are some of the most commonly asked
questions I get from people who are considering getting started with chicks:

How many chickens should I get?

This is always a tricky one. If you have the space and are
committed to have chickens (remember that a well maintained bird can live up to 7-9 years) then I
usually suggest that you start off with around 10 birds. Some of the birds may die and you need
to account for that. Chicks are supposed to have a 25% mortality rate but in all our years of having
chicks we have only lost two. Because of better quality food, better care, and access to vaccinations
and antibiotics, chicks have a far greater chance of survival these days.
** Chickens are flock birds. They instinctively feel better and are less stressed while in a flock. Because
of this, the absolute least amount of chickens you should consider having is three. A solitary chicken
would end up being a very lonely and very stressed bird.

Do chicks take a lot of time?

Chicks do take some time but in the grand scheme of things it’s
not that much. Young chicks need to be checked frequently to make
sure that they have access to heat (a heating lamp is fine), food, and
water. They also have to be checked for something called “pasty-butt”
- that’s when a thick, mud-like poop doesn’t get fully dislodged from
their butts. As the poop dries, a hard little plug can form over the
chick’s cloaca. This plug must be removed or the chick will die. A daily
inspection of the chicks and keeping a box of baby wipes near the
nursery will take care of that problem. Soften the plug with the wipe
and gently pull it away.
As the chicks grow, you’ll need to change the bedding more often. Little chicks make little poops,
bigger chicks make bigger poops and bigger poops smell. Also bigger chicks are messy eaters, food and
water gets spread all over the place.

How long will it be before I can put the chicks out in the henhouse?

Chicks are
born with soft, hair-like feathers called down. It’s what makes them look so adorable and perfect for
Easter cards. A chick is not able to adequately keep itself warm unless it has its full set of feathers.
Depending on the breed, this feathering happens around week 5-6. Once all the down is gone (be sure
to check under the neck and underneath the wings.) then your chicks will be ready to leave the
protection of your house for that of the henhouse.
Wendy Thomas is an award winning journalist, columnist and blogger who believes that taking challenges in life will always
lead to goodness. She is the mother of 6 funny and creative kids and it is her goal to teach them through stories and lessons.
Wendy’s current project involves writing about her family’s experiences with chickens at www.simplethrift.wordpress.com.
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I was found roaming the streets in Los Angeles, fending for myself with
no one to care for me. If I’d been taken to a shelter, I would have never
made it out because I had a bunch of issues: I threw temper tantrums,
guarded my food and toys, and was sensitive to touch.
So my rescuer took me to a foster home and from
there I was adopted and found my forever home.

Meet Charlie Bear
the Rescue Dog

Pretty cool stor y, huh?

Charlie Bear is a 3-year-old muttigree who
believes he won the lottery. No way could life
have been predicted to turn out this good.
In fact, his Mom Peep, B.J. Taylor, wrote the
story of Charlie Bear’s first year in their lives.
It’s an emotional, heart-tugging story that
includes the big dog, Rex (Mom Peep’s
forever love):
Charlie Bear: What a Headstrong Rescue Dog Taught Me about Life, Love, and
Second Chances www.bjtayloronline.com

Written by B.J. Taylor

Before I came to live here, Mom and Dad had a diabetic cat named Red. He needed two insulin shots a day—one in the
morning and another at night. They tried having friends and family come over and give him his shots whenever they
had to be away, but Red turned into a raging lion and resisted. That wasn’t good. He needed that insulin to survive. So
Mom and Dad went online, found a professional pet sitter, interviewed her, and then hired her. And guess what? Red
loved this woman. She was calm and soothing and gave him the insulin shots with ease. Everyone was happy.

June is Pet Appreciation Month and I guess that means how much you humans appreciate
your pets. But I have a different take on it. I would like to tell you what I appreciate the most as a dog
in your household:

			

Top 10 Things I Appreciate:

Attention. Especially after you come home. I missed you!
My food on time. I’m all about routine and I love to know when it’s coming.
Treats. A variety of flavors and shapes please.
Fresh water. An ice cube or two once in a while makes that water so cool.
Belly rubs and ear massages. Oooohhhh, they feel so good.
Full body hugs. Wrap your arms around me and squeeze gently.
A comfy place to sleep. Your bed or mine? Doesn’t matter, as long as it is soft and warm.
Flea prevention medication. Those pesky things drive me nuts.
Walks and romps. The more of those the better.
Communication. Use baby talk or whispers in my ear…I love it all because I love you.

When you find the month of June rolling
around and your pet is looking up at you with
what my Mom Peep calls “sweet tease eyes,”
remember we appreciate you as much as you
appreciate us. Woofs and Wiggles to you all
and have a GREAT spring and summer.

P.S. Don’t forget to spread the word:

Rescue Dogs
Make Great Family Pets!
AmericanPetMagazine.com
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Old Parrots New Homes:

Picture: 23 year old
Bandit and his new
best friend Rick Hayes

Helping Parrots to adapt
Written by Jamie Whittaker

ost parrots will have several homes in their
M
lifetime for many reasons. Some reasons are avoidable,
but many are not. Life can be unpredictable, the idea
of a forever home is nice, but the reality is that no
one can guarantee anything forever.

Fortunately, parrots are very adaptable.
In nature they are forced to adapt constantly
to survive. Their food sources change with the
seasons, predators change their habits with their
breeding cycles. Weather events force birds to find
new nests, new food sources and to adapt to other
changes in the environment. If parrots didn’t easily
adapt, they would have disappeared long ago.
What do parrots need in a n e w
e n v i ro n ment to help them adapt?
They need to have food and water. In
nature, adapting to a new environment
means also adapting to new food
sources. Birds that have been on less
than optimum diets can be given new
foods when they change homes. It
is important to monitor them to be
sure that they eat the new food.

There are some interesting challenges with older
birds that are not seen with young ones. The older
birds often have more experience with people than the
new owners have with birds. I am frequently surprised
at how quickly an adult bird manipulates the household.
Some families have been known to change their entire
sleep schedule because the bird trained them.
The boundaries and limits need to be set by the
human members of the household. If you don’t set the
routine and the rules, the adult parrot will do that
for you. I do believe in offering choices for birds, and
that can be done in many ways. Offering choices does
not mean signing over the deed to the house.
Some adult birds have no real interest in
being companion parrots and that should
be acceptable. There are many reasons for
this other than abuse. Birds and people
have not shared as much history as dogs
and people. A happy life in the living
room requires learning some new
behaviors and not all parrots are
interested in learning them.

They need to be safe and secure.
A parrot in a new home needs a good
secure cage with some enrichment. The
amount and type of enrichment depends on
the age of the bird and the enrichment that they
have had in their previous home. I think they adjust
better when they have a different cage in the new
environment than the one they had before.

Parrots who prefer the company
of other birds should be allowed to
live their lives with other birds. We
are capable of training birds to accept
handling, but there is a good chance that
bird will not ever enjoy handling. We need to
ask ourselves why we are training this bird. We
need to look around and see if there are better
options for this bird’s future happiness.

They need time to adjust to the new environment,
to the new routine, to the people and the other birds or
animals. Most veterinarians recommend a quarantine
period for new birds in the home. This quarantine period
gives the bird some time to learn the new household before
he has to cope with new flock mates. Some birds are
comfortable after thirty days, some birds are not ready to
come out of the cage for ninety days. The bird will let you
know when he is ready and your vet can advise you as to
the best medically appropriate time period for quarantine
at your home or facility.

Whether you are a bird’s foster home, or a
short term place where the bird receives medical
care and is evaluated for the future, or a bird’s new
long term home - the most effective thing that you
can do for that bird’s future is to let them remember
that they are a bird. The learned behaviors of the
past that cause problems for people such as screaming
and biting, can stay in the toolbox, hopefully to
never be used again. New behaviors can be learned
that will work better in the future. New homes
mean new beginnings for birds.
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The American Federation of Aviculture Presents

Educational Conference and Avian Expo
Looking to the Past – Preserving the Future

August 7-10, 2013 – the American Federation of Aviculture will host its annual avian
conference with attendees from Canada, Germany, the UK as well as the four corners of
the United States. This three day, educational program will feature speakers on conservation,
research, behavior, genetics and other exciting aspects of aviculture. A free educational
children’s program on Thursday and Friday will be fun and educational, too.
Wednesday night activities incude contests which will be both educational and fun! Bling the
cage; Iron Chop – The Ultimate Challenge; Bird & Feather Match and Make Your Bird a Star!
Whether you come to participate or to watch, be sure to be there! On Friday evening, join us for
an informative look at “Grass Roots Legislation” and how current and pending legislation can
affect the future of birdkeeping.
There will be four bird exhibitions on Saturday, August 10th, that will include a junior
division. The best of the best in cockatiels, lovebirds and other hookbills will compete for top
honors. The bird shows offer an opportunity to see beautiful birds as well as a chance to learn
about them. The audience will have an opportunity to watch and listen to the judging process
and learn more about the birds.
A tour of Sylvan Heights Bird Park with a
talk by Mike Lubbock is available to
attendees as well as a special tour of the
Museum of Natural Sciences.
Don’t forget to visit the vendors! They will
have things for sale for the birds and the
people who love them.
The American Federation of Aviculture, Inc.
is a 501(c)3 educational organization with
many programs to benefit birds. We support
aviculture with education, conservation
and legislative awareness. At AFA we believe
in a future with birds!
For more information, or to register please email
convention@afabirds.org or call 512-585-9800
call Jamie 281-217-0614. www.afabirds.org
AFA, PO Box 91717, Austin , TX 78709
AmericanPetMagazine.com
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The Tale of the Tick and Lyme Disease
Written by Dolores Paddock

Lyme disease was first discovered 1975 in Lyme, Ct when researchers noticed an
unusual amount of children were being diagnosed with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. The
researchers discovered that most of the affected children lived and played near wooded areas
where ticks mainly live. What happened next is symptoms similar to those of the children’s
were now occurring on dogs and cats. Typically these symptoms started in the summer
months; the height of the tick season, many affected had been walking or playing in a wooded
area. Lyme disease has been diagnosed all over the United States but is most common in the
Eastern Coastal States.
Lyme disease is a bacterial infection
spread by ticks.  It can be found on
dogs, cats and humans and mainly
affects the joints  but can also affect
other body systems. Systems and signs
of Lyme disease can include but do not
always show all of the following:
Swelling of the joints
Limping that worsens over time
Swelling of the lymph nodes
103F to 105F fevers
Loss of appetite
Lethargy and/or changes in behavior

APRIL is ...
P re v e nt i o n o f L y m e
D i s e a s e i n D o g s M o nt h

Lyme disease can be fatal if the disease progresses. Kidney failure, heart failure or a nervous
system disease may develop and kill you or your dog or cat. You should check your pet every
time they come in from outside with a small comb to make sure they have not brought in a tick.
This tick can fall off the pet and end up on you or embed itself into the dog or cats skin. If you
find a rash on your body do not wait, go immediately to a Dr. to make sure there is not a tick
embedded in your skin where the rash would appear.
The prevention of Lyme disease for your cat or dog is quite simple. Regular applications
of a flea preventative once a month is an easy fix. There are many different types of topical
preventatives and you should choose the one you feel is best for your pet.  Also another simple
preventative is to avoid environments where ticks are prevalent, especially between May and
August. Wooded areas or areas where there are lots of trees and leaves can cause ticks to
latch on to your dog, cat or yourself. Ticks can be active in any temperature above 32F so
check your dog or cat for ticks whenever they return from the outdoors.
Also check your body to make sure you do not have any crawling ticks on your socks, pants or
arms. Ticks are attracted to light colored clothes, so when you walk with your dog in a wooded area
it is best to wear dark clothes and be as covered as possible to avoid them from attaching to you.
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Lyme disease is not contagious and can only be contracted by an affected tick bite.
You should know how to look for and remove a tick properly when found on your pet. If you
do find a tick on your dog or cat and they are experiencing any symptoms go to the
veterinarian as soon as possible. The vet will prescribe an antibiotic to take care of the
infection. Antibiotics are usually given for a minimum of 14 days, often as long as 30 days.
In severe cases, relapse has been documented even after the 30 days. Often bacteria is
still present in your pet’s body, but the antibiotics regulate it to a level manageable by the
immune system.
Removing a tick from your dog or cat can be simple and painless. Getting a tick off of
your pet in a non-intrusive way is done by pouring a bit of alcohol over the tick, dabbing on
some warm soapy water and letting the tick pull itself out. You must make sure the head of
the tick is removed. Another way to remove an embedded tick would be to put Vaseline on
the tick and gently pull the tick from the animal using a sterile tweezer. The head must be
removed or the infection of Lyme’s disease can still occur.  There are people that prefer one
or the other way to remove a tick. Whichever way you choose to use, remember the most
important thing is to get the entire tick removed. There are many other ways to remove an
embedded tick but these are the two most common.
Use tweezers to remove the tick’s head if it breaks off when initially removing the
tick. If you are worried about infections, save the tick in a bottle of alcohol to bring to
your doctor or to the vet.  If you do not want to save the tick, flush it in the toilet. These
different ways to remove an embedded tick are for dogs, cats and humans. Do not twist
or jerk the tick, as mouthparts may be left in the skin. Take care not to crush or puncture
the tick during removal.
There are other ways to remove ticks but I prefer one of these two ways. They appear
to be the most common way done by a Dr. or at the vets. Remember the most important
thing is to get the entire tick removed. Leaving the head of the tick embedded under your
pets skin or your skin is very dangerous especially if it has Lyme disease.
If a tick bites a human the area will produce a red rash and itch. You should
immediately go to the doctor and get tested for Lyme’s disease. Your pet should
also have blood work done to make sure they were not infected.
I am not sure why Noah included ticks, mosquitos,
cockroaches and a few other nasty insects on his ark
but I personally can say I wish he hadn’t! This is just
a quick article regarding these nasty ticks, research
is plentiful and ticks are nasty!
Dolores Paddock has recently become more involved with animal rights and fighting BSL across
the United States and the world. Hand4paws has had a large impact on her desire to help fight for
all animals. She has a passion for all animals and feel that we must Be the Voice of the Voiceless!
She has two cats, Maurice and Cassie, and one dog Beauregard. They all have rescued her!
AmericanPetMagazine.com
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Celebrate Earth Day by
Reducing Your Pet’s Carbon Pawprint
Written by ©Dorothy Wills-Raftery

This year as we celebrate Earth Day on April 22nd, let’s all help our planet by
thinking “green” and reminding others to do the same. We can all be the “Face of Climate Change”
by thinking about the future today, not waiting until tomorrow. We often consider the effects that our
own carbon footprints will leave for many years, but have how many have given thought to our
pet’s carbon pawprint? Here are some very simple things to help “think green” when it

comes to pet care and help reduce their carbon “pawprints”:

Walk your dog whenever possible instead of going by car
Use recycle shopping bags when going grocery shopping for your pet supplies and food
Feed your pet their food in a stainless steel dish
Make your pet’s snacks instead of purchasing them (and it’s healthier and safer for your pet, too)
Think organic when making dog food or treats for your dog
Recycle pet food containers and cans instead of throwing them in with the trash
Clean with chemical-free household supplies (we should be anyway for the safety of our pets)
Groom our pets with “green” or “natural” products, i.e. shampoos, sprays, etc.
Use biodegradeable “doggy-do” bags
Don’t use the microwave to warm up their food
Plant a tree in memory of a pet
Recycle old dog beds, blankets, and toys. Stich ‘em up, give ‘em a wash, and donate to shelters
Spay or neuter pets to reduce the epidemic of homeless animals and overpopulated shelters
** According to the Global Footprint
Network, “Humanity’s carbon
footprint has increased 11-fold since
1961. Reducing humanity’s carbon
footprint is the most essential step we
can take to end overshoot and live
within the means of our planet.” With
pets being an integral part of human
life, it’s also important to think about
the reduction of their carbon pawprints
as well as our own. All these small steps
add up so, together, we can care for
the future of our planet. After all, if we
don’t, who will? Happy Earth Day!

The Huskies in the pool are
‘Wolf & Bandit’ of the FiveSibes™

Dorothy Wills-Raftery is an author and photojournalist. She is a member of the Dog Writers Association of America and Pet Photographer’s Alliance of America.
Hu-parent to five Siberian Huskies, her ‘Gibson’ is the face of her “Live Gib Strong” K-9 Epilepsy Awareness campaign. Wills-Raftery, is the co-host of “The Sibe
Vibe” radio show that broadcasts on Dog Works Radio. Contact her at FiveSibes@gmail.com or visit her blog at http://FiveSibes.blogspot.com. She can also be
found on Facebook at FiveSibes: Siberian Husky K9 News & Reviews, on YouTube on the FiveSibes channel, and on Twitter and Instagram at @FiveSibesMom.
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CELEBRATE
National
Ferret Day
Tuesday,
April 2, 2013

Photography by ©Sally Wood
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Ferrets are amazing companions! They combine the best features of dogs and cats with some unique

features of their own. Like cats, ferrets are small and quiet. Like dogs, they are affectionate, playful, and
enjoy human interaction. They are independent, yet enjoy being with people. Their mischievous
and playful nature, retained well into old age, makes them entertaining furry friends.
Ferrets were domesticated by humans as early as 63 BCE. Whether kept as companions or as
working animals, ferrets and humans have a long relationship. So, why not dedicate a special day to
celebrate these awesome fuzzy friends? As part of celebrating ferrets as pets, the American Ferret
Association researched for a special article just for this issue of American Pet Magazine about ferret
ownership through the past 50 years. HAPPY READING!! ( Ferrets: Then & Now - see page 28 )
If you have a story about your ferrets to share:
26 AmericanPetMagazine.com

Contact: 1-888-FERRET-1 or afa@ferret.org

The American Ferret Association’s
C e n s u s U P D AT E
E V E RY F E R R E T C OUN T S !
The American Ferret Association (AFA) has finalized the data collection
in its first-ever census at the end of March. Throughout the past year,
more than 2200 ferrents (ferret owners) have logged into the survey
and answered many questions about their ferrets, health and nutrition,
color patterns, ages and more! The AFA’s Education Committee will be
analyzing the data and then the next step in the process will be sharing
the results. Ferrents, veterinarians, shelters and retailers of products for
ferrets will all benefit from the sharing process! Look here, in American Pet
Magazine’s next issue for the exciting results and analysis!

‘KARU’

Photography by ©Sally Wood
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Fer rets: Then & Now
		

written by
Cathy Hamlett & Robin Landes,
with the help of the
AFA Education Committee

A rabbit… salt-water fish… even an otter! These were some of the “pets” that the very earliest ferret owners
were actually seeking when they got their first ferret, as far back as the late 1970s and early 1980s.
The appeal of these inquisitive and unique little mammals has grown dramatically from those early years!
								F errets are distinctive in the world of companion
Sway Wilson (Alvin Hook’s granddaughter) w’ ‘Skittles’
animals , so much so that ferret owners even have
their own special name , “ ferrents .” T he earliest
ferrents interviewed for this article got them as pets
in the late

1970s. Early

accounts of ferret

o w n e r ship indicate they were not so much pets
as working animals .

C athy H amlett

said ,

“I

always

the

1930 s

wanted ferrets , since my dad talked about them
when

growing up .

and

I was
1940 s

in northern

H e grew up in
M innesota and

his family

had several of them that they used to hunt rabbits
with . I t was a tradition a lot of families did there and
they brought that idea with them to the
they came over from

G ermany .” T he

U.S.

when

tradition of

maintaining ferrets for hunting and rodent control is
historically well documented but the shift to ferrets
as beloved pets seems to have occurred because
of their unique personalities and loving natures .

	In the initial years of ferrets as pets, many were kept in fish tanks with pine chips. They were usually fed

feline kibble, although shockingly, some of the earliest books on ferret care stated they should be fed bread
and milk, plus road kill.

The

books even showed pictures of handling them with welding gloves!

Joan Vick

got

‘Louise’ in 1977, finding the ferret to be the closest critter to an otter, a pet she wanted after seeing the movie
“Ring of Bright Water.” She explained “My very first ferret, Louise, was definitely my ‘heart.’ I was young, 15-16
years old. Back then, you would only have ONE ferret. Louise went everywhere with me... even slept with me.
She would come down the street to my friend’s house. He had a pool table that she loved to play in! I know she
‘adored’ me…the feeling was mutual.”
	During these early days, very little was known about the nutritional concerns of ferrets, including their
need for a high quality protein diet as they are obligate carnivores. Nor were typical health issues well
understood such as diseases common to ferrets like insulinoma, lymphoma and adrenal disorders. Vaccines
researched and labeled for ferrets did not exist and finding a veterinarian who would even treat ferrets was
uncommon.

Most jurisdictions even had policies wherein if a ferret were taken in by animal control, it was often
There were horror stories of ferrets being sacrificed to test for rabies in rare bite cases. Much of
that changed over the years through the efforts of ferret devotees.
euthanized.

	Sally Heber, a founder of the American Ferret Association (AFA), got her first ferret in 1982. “I had
asked for a pet rabbit as a wedding gift from my new husband. He didn’t get a rabbit for me. So six months later,
I was looking through a local newspaper in New Jersey and saw an ad for ferret kits. Well I had never had a
ferret. I had a skunk, flying squirrel, parakeets, fish, gerbils, hamsters, mice, guinea pigs and dogs… but not
a ferret. So I called the private breeder and made an appointment to go see the baby ferrets. I selected
a chocolate point jill [female] and named her ‘Bandit’ (of course!). That wonderful and amazing little ferret
started me on a course that would last three decades and counting.” Heber established Shady Hollow Ferretry
and continues to mentor owners and breeders today.
...Continued on Page 29
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		Most ferrents are smitten from the get go!
Ferrets combine the best features of dogs and cats with some
very special features of their own. Like cats, ferrets are
small and quiet. Like dogs, they are affectionate, playful, and
enjoy human interaction. They are independent, yet enjoy
being with people. Their mischievous and playful nature,
retained well into old age, is very endearing. Robin Landes’
first ferret was aptly named ‘Weasel’ since ferrets are one
of the members of the weasel family. In 1983, she went to a
local pet shop to buy some salt-water fish. The ferret
was on display in a 5 gallon aquarium in the shop in Virginia.
When asked, the shop stated it was a ferret but they were

Joan Vick’s First Ferret, ‘Louise’ (late 1970’s)

returning it to the distributor because it would bite when
handled.

The

extremely young kit (baby ferret) was teething

and did indeed

“bite”

as it gently gnawed on her thumb and

attached itself to her heart.

	From these earliest experiences, ferrets all over have weaseled their way into many new ferrents’ hearts!
Today, there are thousands of them all around the world. An accurate count of the present pet ferret
population is a current focus of the American Ferret Association (AFA). According to Heber, it “started out in
1986 as a local club in Maryland. It soon became evident that data needed to be shared over a broader audience
so the organization became the Mid-Atlantic Ferret Association. It didn’t stay here for long as we were
receiving inquiries from all over the U.S., as well as internationally, so we expanded once again to service a
national and international need to ‘Promote, Protect and Provide for the domestic pet ferret.”
	The

efforts of this organization have led to the establishment of better standards for care, research

and prevention of diseases and a fabulous network of ferrents enjoying shows, rescuing homeless ferrets and
sharing collective knowledge of the species.

Today,

the

AFA

has members from all over the world who have

shared when and how they became a ferret owner and why their ferrets have become such an important part of
their lives.

The increasing number of owners is a reflection of progress that has been made legally and medically
Over the years, many states and jurisdictions have required licenses for keeping ferrets or banned
them altogether. The hard work of many ferrents has changed this so that now, they are essentially banned only
in California and Hawaii. Many animal control divisions have agreements with local ferret rescues for ferrets to
be relinquished to them if they come in. Ferret specific vaccines are now available. Additionally, there are more
and more vets who are trained to more effectively treat ferrets. The early use of aquariums has been replaced
for ferrets.

with the use of cages designed for ferrets and there is a growing trend for ferrets to have a room and much
more out of cage time!

	Legalization

of ferrets, collaborations with drug companies to offer rabies and distemper vaccines

labeled for ferrets and funding research to improve medical knowledge of ferrets for better treatment
and care have been the focus since the early days of ferrets as pets.
and regional groups were established.

As

far back as the late

1980s,

local

Most ferrets in this period were bred on several commercial farms.
Vickie McKimmey, a member of the AFA’s governing board, had a neighbor with a ferret and thought it was
an interesting pet. She went to a pet store, bought a book on ferrets and then later, went back to the pet
store and told the owner if he ever got in a ferret that looked like one in a picture in the book, to call
her. She says, “Two months later I got the call. That was Goober, a Marshall Farms sable hob .” M c K immey
became very active in a local ferret club, the Loudoun Area Ferret Fanciers (LAFF), in Virginia. Later, she
became an integral part of the AFA and in 1990 began breeding renowned show and companion ferrets at
her ferretry, Just a Business of Ferrets.

...Continued on Page 30
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		LAFF,

the

Baltimore Ferret Fanciers, Western NY Finger Lakes Ferret Association

and many

similar others across the country, worked to educate owners and established the earliest networks for private
breeding.

Organizations still operate such as the Inland Northwest Ferret Association (INWFA) and the Pacific
Ferret Shelter Network (PFSN).

	Privately bred ferrets are found to contract fewer of the diseases typically seen in ferrets. Over many
years, breeders established excellent bloodlines and classified the colors and patterns seen in ferrets. These
same colors and patterns are used today at the many ferret shows sponsored or sanctioned by the AFA.
Ferrets are judged based on color and conformation. Whether shown or not, every ferrent thinks their ferret is
the cutest and smartest, of course.
	Current AFA President Sara Hamilton got her first ferret in 1998. She says, “I was first very against
the idea of a ferret... I mean, ewwwww. And then I saw her. I fell in love with a little sable jill that the breeder
called ‘Bits’. ‘That’s a terrible name,’ I thought. It didn’t take long to rename her ‘Leizel the Weasel’. She
was hysterical and loving. She longed for sneaking in the shower with you...and
hopping on the bed to curl up with you at night. I adored her. With close mentors,
I made the decision to breed her in 2000 and she gave birth to 3 amazing kits. It was
after that I named my ferretry, Leizel’s Weasels, after her. I love all of my ferrets
dearly, but there’s something about your first one...your first love.”
		Sadly, one myth that has been hard to dispel is that of ferrets being caged
pets. Ferrets can be readily acquired from private breeders and shelters! In spite
of this, many a ferrent took on the new role by purchasing a ferret from a pet shop
display. And, while ferrets do sleep on average 18 – 20 hours per day, they need
to be free to roam and interact with humans much of the rest of the time. Also, like
cats and dogs, ferrets require training via positive reinforcement. Whether due
to lack of time or the owner’s inability to train a ferret, MANY end up in shelters
across the U.S.
‘Karu’ Photography by ©Sally Wood

	Ferret

U.S. state. They provide a place for ferrets to reside
until they can be adopted out into their forever homes. All ages, colors, and sexes of ferrets can be found
in shelters, including the occasional private bred ferret. Ferret shelters have adoption policies in place and
allow potential ferrents to come to the shelter, meet the ferrets, and then if everything works out, they will
take home their new addition. Cathy Hamlett, a ferrent since 2003, fell in love with ferrets after working
with wild black-footed ferrets in Badlands National Park. She got her first ferret from a local animal shelter
on the very day he was set to be euthanized. That ferret, ‘Jager’, stole her heart and soon she added more
ferrets into her household. After several years of ferret ownership, she realized that there were many ferrets
shelters can be found in almost every

in her area that ended up at local animal shelters and many were being euthanized because there were no ferret
specific shelters in the area.

She decided to start up her own shelter. Hamlett said “I adopted many terminal
and special needs ferrets from a ferret shelter in southern Idaho and in talking to the directors of that
shelter, I decided to start up a shelter in my area that was a branch of that shelter. Running a shelter was
such a rewarding experience and it was wonderful seeing ferrets adopted to loving forever homes.”
	Shelter operator, Claudia Johnson, said she took in ‘Zeke’ in the summer of 1998 as his 16 year old owner
no longer took care of him. He is the reason I took over a rescue in 1999 and that decision changed my life
forever! Shelter ferrets await forever homes and generally integrate well. Lindsey Tootle of Texas told about
her adoption of a ferret from a shelter, saying she took her existing ferret, ‘Lizzy’, to the shelter with her and
Lizzy picked out my only male, ‘Freeman’,‘Thine eyes are like pools of deep, blue water’. Freeman and Lizzy fell in
love instantly! They bonded hard and fast. Lizzy wasn’t so sure about being dragged around the apartment for a
week or so! One day, she finally let him have it. And, he stopped dragging her around. Now, they played chase,
...Continued on Page 31
hide-n-go seek, always slept together. They just were never 5 inches apart from each other.
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Cathy Hamlett’s first ferret, ‘Jager’

...Continued from Page 30

	Ferretpallozza,

a

recently

W estern N ew
York, is operated by Maggie Houseman ,
who first became a ferrent in 1993.
H ouseman and her husband’s shelter
currently care for 18 ferrets seeking
new homes. They are also working to
established shelter in

establish support networks for owners
via

Facebook. In

addition to shelters,

there are several big-hearted ferrents
who operate hospice care for ill ferrets.

Alvin Hook,

Kansas, provides hospice
care and sanctuary to 18 ferrets and says, “Every day when I am with them they make me happy and put a smile
on my face.” One thing that it seems most ferret owners are happy to do is share their knowledge and love of
ferrets with the uninitiated.
of

	Hook recently took one of his hospice ferrets, named ‘Skittles’, into a PetSmart store on a harness and
leash. There was a lot of interest in the ferret and many people gathered around and starting asking questions.
Hook said, “I noticed a little girl and boy trying to get closer to me, so I moved so I was closer to them. I asked
if they would like to hold Skittles and they both smiled the biggest smiles I’ve seen. When I handed Skittles to
the little boy and showed him how to support his legs and spine, Skittles did something that surprised me. He
stretched out and licked the boy on the cheek. I noticed his mother smile and wipe a tear from her eye. When I
took Skittles back, the lady came over to me and shook my hand and leaned close to me and whispered ‘Thank you,
he has autism and this is the first time anyone has ever let him hold their pet.’ As they left the store I noticed
that there seemed to be a lighter step in the little boy and he was holding his mother’s hand.” Skittles is a true
ferret ambassador.
Another

‘Schooner’, Erinn Whitmore’s ferret. Schooner retired from her job
Whitmore’s home. Her delightful personality became a driving force for Whitmore’s
blog, Mustelamania. Sadly, Schooner was diagnosed with cancer, leaving Whitmore and the many readers
who followed her story. When Mustelamania won the award of Best Wiggle Blog from BlogPaws’ 2012
Nose-to-Nose Awards, the prize of 5000 meals was awarded to the NHSPCA in Schooner’s memory.
Schooner was truly a gift, an ambassador, who seemed born to leave a legacy.
ferret ambassador was

as a humane educator to

	One

thing that is certain;

Ferrents agree that their charges have changed them forever. There is a
For instance, Jennifer Larsen’s description of getting her first ferret 2 years
ago, “‘Strife’ picked me out in a store.” Today she has 4 ferrets! Yu-ri Luke Bando, of Japan, said, “I’ve been with
ferrets for 12 years now. This past decade (and a little bit more) was THE best part of my life! They taught
me how to fully enjoy my life. Without them, my days in the past decade could be miserable.” Becca Nolan, of
Massachusetts, is a veterinary technician student who has been a ferrent now for 3 years. She said, “I’m still
continuing to learn about them daily. They have changed my life in so many ways and showed me even the littlest
of things can make you happy. They’re wonderful and now I can’t imagine my life without them.” Doreen Anderson
has had ferrets 7 years and said, “For me, they filled the empty nest as my children graduated college and moved
away. Literally, they took over their bedrooms completely. They are my new babies!”
definite connection that is made.

	Some ferrents even consider their ferrets as “service animals.” Kayla Jent’s ferret, ‘Rascal’, senses when
she is upset. Jent was born with a mild form of cerebral palsy. She said, “Once, he walked over to me, placed both
paws on me, looked straight up at me into my eyes with those semi-innocent little, black beady eyes as if asking ‘Mama,
what’s wrong? I sense you’re upset... Let me help make you happy!’ One glance at him and my worst days turn 110%
better!” Another ferrent, Andrew Charles David Mintz-Peller, suffers from a panic disorder. He says of his two
ferrets, adopted in 2010, “They help me and seem to have a calming effect.”
...Continued on Page 32
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	Often, that first ferret is held in a special place in the heart. Morgan Tangren explained, “I’ve been a
ferrent for nine years now. My first ferret was a black roan from Marshall Farms. Her name was ‘Salem’ and
she was my heart ferret. Now I’ve had 6 ferrets over the years.” Lô Keckritz recently moved to the U.S. from
Brazil and has owned ferrets for 6 months now. Her transition has been eased by her ferret, ‘Pea-Nut’.
She said, “In my culture, we always keep family pretty close to us. I decided to follow my heart and leave
everything behind to be with my husband. I passed thru a hard time in my life. I used to stay at home all day by
myself, and I started to feel lonely in a quiet house. Since we got Pea-Nut, I’ve never felt lonely again. I’m
completely attached to that squeaky butt.” Jovonna Rainey described her first ferret, saying “We brought
‘Boo’ home and that is how I became owned by ferrets. Boo was deaf. Boo was fun! Boo was SO very special.
He was my teacher in ALL things ferret. He holds a most sacred place in my heart!”
	Ferret ownership has changed over time in terms of the number of pets. Recent data gathered by the
AFA in its first-ever ferret census shows a marked increase in the past 10 years. This is based on over 2000
respondents, most with multiple ferrets. Indeed, the AFA’s Facebook page includes posts from many newer
owners, asking for support and advice on caring for their ferrets.
	From little known “exotic” critters sleeping in aquariums to mainstreamed, beloved pets who even share
Products such as food, bedding and
toys specifically labeled for ferrets are readily available at pet stores . A n increasing number of
veterinarians provide health care to ferrets. Ferret shows and fun events are scheduled across the county.
Think you might be ready to have your heart stolen by one of these little, furry thieves? Check out the AFA’s
their owners’ beds, ferrets as a companion animal have come a long way!

list of many shelters and breeders who have ferrets waiting to meet you and possibly even go home with you
and change your life forever.

Le a rn mo re a b o u t ferre ts a n d how t o be an excellent f errent on t he A m er ican
Fer r e t A s s o c i a t io n w eb site at www.f erret .org. You will f ind many art icles o n car e
of fe r r et s a s w e ll as lin ks to ferre t breeders and shelt ers.
(The American Ferret Association, in existence since 1987, works to promote the domestic ferret as a companion animal through public education
via shows, newsletters, legislative education, and other venues; to protect the domestic ferret against anti-ferret legislation, mistreatment, unsound
breeding practices and overpopulation, needless scientific research, and any practice deemed to lower the health standards or survivability of the
animal; and to provide constant and up-to-date information about veterinarians, legislative activities, medical developments, research data, rescue
shelters and other information of interest to ferret fanciers everywhere. Visit us at www.ferret.org. We are also on Facebook and Twitter!)
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10 Reasons NOT To Breed

Written by Dobie Houson

Don’t breed your dogs if your goal is for any reason other than advancing the breed. Financial gain as a reason is
unacceptable. Responsible breeders stand behind every puppy in their litters, ensuring that each dog has a forever home
with them should they need to be returned.
Don’t breed if you do not have the physical and financial resources to keep every puppy—whether the litter produces
one puppy or 10 puppies—in case you are unable to place them in responsible and appropriate homes.
Don’t breed just because your neighbor likes your dog and wants a puppy from him/her. There is no guarantee
that your dog will pass its looks, temperament, or personality along to its offspring.
Don’t breed if you have not done the appropriate health checks on the prospective parents. Diseases are rampant
in the dog world. Without the due diligence up front, you increase the odds of breeding offspring with undesirable,
inheritable conditions that could have been avoided.
Don’t breed if you are not informed. Know the ins and outs of the type of care that both the puppies and their
mother will need. Puppy care can easily take many long hours each day!
Don’t breed if you don’t know a thing about socialization. Puppies need introduction and exposure to household
noises, children, dogs, and a variety of experiences to build the strong confidence and character that will make them
good members of society.
Don’t breed dogs with poor temperament just because they are structurally “a good example of the breed.” Conversely,
dogs that are not structurally sound will pass their physical flaws to their offspring.
Don’t breed if you do not realize that you are putting the life of your dog at risk. Yes, my friend, some bitches
die in the process of whelping puppies, to say nothing of the fact that the puppies often die too!
Don’t breed just because you think it would be good “sex education” for your children. If something goes wrong,
it can traumatize a child. Children can get good education from watching Animal Planet. There’s no need to put their
own beloved pet at risk.
Don’t breed if you are willing to let your pups go to just anyone who comes along. You need to consider the
lifestyle and financial resources of any prospective family and then make the appropriate match, which may include no
match at all! Don’t be afraid to reject prospective adopters if they’re not qualified to be puppy parents. Good breeders
take responsibility for every pup in their litters.
Dobie Houson is a freelance writer and amateur animal communicator. She is a contributing writer to Why We Ride:
Women Writers on the Horses in their Lives and the author of Finding Forever: The Dogs of Coastal German
Shepherd Rescue. She is the founder of Finding Forever, an organization that raises funds for rescue through
writing and art projects. Dobie lives in Southern California with her family and animal companions.
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				 #TitusBARKS

OMD….

So excitabulls!

I wood likie to start dis lil adventure by intwoducien myself. My name is Titus but my
fwiends call mees “Lil’ Man”. My lifie started out on da stweets of NYC and was not gonna end
too well at da shelter dats I was bringed to. I was picked up wif a bwoken leg and mange and was
not da cutest fing but I was filled wif so much love to give dats I needed dat chance….dat one
chance dats maybees I cood findie my forever homie and never have to live on da stweets agan.
Dare was onwy a short time to spare afore I was gonna bees walkied into dat back room wif no
hope of ever showin all da love I had to give.
Well, afore dat time ever camed, someone noticed da buty wifin mees and rescued mees
fwom dat scary place! Mommy desided to foster mees wif da hope dats she cood makie mees da
best dats I cood bees for my new famiwy buts wut she did not nos is dats I was perfect alweddy.
After 2 monfs of livin wif my cuteness and obedience…she desided dats she cood not lets me
leeve. Well, dat and da fact dats no one wanted mees….after all da cute picitures and videos
of mees dats she was postien, cood yous beleevie dats dare was not one applicashon for mees?
I is a shelter survivor! I was givin a chancie at life n love and now I just
want for evewy animal to gets da chancie dats I gotted. I feels likie I have
to do my part to makie dats happen. I spend most of my time advocating
for homieless animals and raisin moneys for our rescue so we can helpie
da helpless. Mommy n my Aunts maded mees n My Girl da Ambassadogs for
Tuff Tails Animal Rescue so we can helpie dems in dare journey to save da
world, well da homieless animals dat is! ;)
Wen Mommy wealized how many smiles I was able to bwing to peeples facies after seein a
funny piciture of mees or a video, she just newd dat she had to makie mees my own faciebutts
pagie. She realized how my zest for life n personality just kept her laffin and wanted to share
it wif da world. Wut started outs to bees a fun pwace to visit wif happy picitures and funny
status updates turned into da best fing ever…a gwate big famiwy. I have maded so many new
fwiends and ruffs to do wut I can to helpie dems wif wutever dey needs, let it bees sharin dare
pagies to gets more fwiends, sharin contests, chip ins, or helpin dems raise $ to help rescue!
Yeps, we is just one gwate big faciebutts famiwy n wifout dems dare to share my lifie wif, well,
lifie wood just not bees da same!
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I have been givin so many
opportunities in lifie and
I have my foster failure
Mommy to fank for dats.
Not onwy did she bwing
mees into a lovin home buts
she gived mees a big famiwy.
I live wif her, Daddy and
4 udder doggies, all girls!
Mercedez , Austin, Kiah and
den dare is da bestest part
of my hole sweet lil lifie…..
MY GIRL, HAILEY! Yeps,
fwom da day dats I gotted
heres, Hailey has been my
bestest fwiend and cuddle
partner and OMD…she is
dwop ded gorgeous toos.

I is madly in love
wif hers n I maded dats
bewwy clear to hers wen
I askied h e r s f o r h e r
paw i n m a r r i a g e . Ye p s
I p r o p o s i e d t o My Girl
last Valentines Day and she
sed yes! ;) Did I menshon
dats I is da happiest boy in
da world? We is planning a
summer weddin/fair in our
own backyard wif lots of
famiwy n fwiends. If possabull
we will even have a live
feed so all of our fwiends
dats can not makie it can
still enjoy da festivities!
APRIL 30th is
N at i o n a l Ad o pt - a - S h elt e r Pet D ay

One day, Mommy gots an idea in her hed to sets up a “lil” kissy booth for mees to helpie
her raise $ and awareness for shelter doggies and Pit bulls. Dats lil idea turned into dis big
kissy booth compwete wif red velvet curtains, a comfy bed and mees in a tuxedo. Cood you
beweevie dats at my first event dare was aktuawy a line formin in fwont of my booth? OMD…
I felted likie a rockstar and was so excitabulls to be able to help raise $ for da homieless dats I
sat up dare for 5 hours, wif potty bwakes of corse! Now, wenever possabull, I is dare wif Mommy
to help in her crusade to helpie n rescue dose dats do not have a voice. We hopie to one day
see no more need for rescue or shelters. In order for dats to bees a weality, evewyone
must wealize how important it is to spay and neuter yous pets….and more importantwy…
”Don’t Shop, Adopt” (Ruffs yous Emmitt!)
I have been blessed to bees able to gos to workie wif Mommy evewy udder day (My Girl
gos da udder days) Hailey had been hit by a car wen she was 10 monfs old. Due to her injuries
Mommy had to bwing her to workie wif her evewy day to keepie an eye on her and not lets her
get too excitabulls. Ever since den, Gwampa (Mommys Daddy) has insisted dats one of us come
to work each day. He sais dat it calms da office down
and makies it a much less stwessfull pwace to bees. We
also gets da opportunity to visit wif customers in da
store, yet anoder way to gets da good word out about
us pitties! Peeples aktuawy come in now just to visit
us! ;) Did I menshon dats we workie in a COOKIE
FACTOWY! Likie I sed…..my “sweet lil lifie!” BOL
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Afore I end my rambling, acus evewyone dats
nos mees nos dats I can just gos on n on…
…I wood likie to tuch upon one fing dats is
bewwy important to mees……
April 30th is National Adopt a Shelter
Pet Day! Dare is many peeples out dare dats
beleevie dats shelter doggies n kitties is
bwoken or damaged or not fit to live in a
home. I live in a home wif 4 udder rescue
doggies and have come to wealize dats us
rescues, just want love. We is so gwatefull
for da chance dats we have been given dats
we simply just want to makie yous happy.
Pwease takie a chance on a shelter animal…
I pwomise dats it will bees da best desishon
yous have ever maded!
I is so excitabulls to have dis opportunity to
rite dis column for American Pet Magazine
dats I do not nos ware to end…My lifie just
gets better wif each passin day and I can not
imagine not bein able to shares it wif evewyone.
I must fankie all my furfwiends, Aunts and
Uncles. I is so happy to bees a part of dis
wonderbull famiwy dats I cood not imagine
my lifie wifout all of yous!

Tuff Tails Animal Rescue

started with a dream

and a notion that neighborhood girls with hearts of
gold and a passion for homeless animals could and
would make a difference.

The difference that would

save the lives of homeless pets in the city or town
shelters, and the ones abandoned and alone on the
streets.

We believe it is our responsibility to protect
these poor souls and find them their forever, safe,
permanent homes so they will never again be in danger.
Each

pet will be spayed or neutered, given all

necessary vaccinations and standard medical care
including a microchip.

We

will work diligently

every day to inform our local communities and
the general public , especially children , on the
importance of the humane treatment for all
animals .

We

will also spread the word on how to

be a responsible pet owner and offer guidance to
anyone in need. It is very important to us to increase
public awareness of the companion animal
o v e r p o p u lation issue and provide solutions to end
the killing of adoptable animals .

We

know and

understand that together… we will make a difference!

We
We

are an organization run solely by volunteers.
work with local veterinarians, trainers and

other like minded compassionate people to rescue,
house and keep the pets safe and healthy until their
forever homes are found.

We do not discriminate on

breed and feel all furries are worth our love and
devotion.

We

will work very hard to find all our

rescues well- matched and carefully screened
forever homes without exception.

Tuff Tails Animal Rescue is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
tax-exempt no-kill rescue and adoption agency.
We rely solely on the kindness and generosity
of animal lovers like you who open their hearts
to help us take care of the orphaned animals that
desperately need us.

-T ITUS
To follow my daily adventures bees sure
to visit us at Titus and His Girl Hailey on
faciebutts and pwease be sure to become a
fan of our rescue pagie, Tuff Tails Animal
Rescue! Can not wait to sees yous dare!

In

a nutshell, there is nothing more that

Tuff Tails

wants than to be able to take a once broken pet and
make them whole again with a new life and forever
home of their own.

“Our task must be to free ourselves...by widening
our circle of compassion to embrace all living
creatures and the whole of nature and its beauty”
~Albert Einstein
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SHELTER
CATS
					

JUNE is
Adopt-a-Shelter-Cat Month

Written by Dolores Paddock

Sometimes pictures are worth a thousand words. Recently I brought beds, toys and
yes, catnip to a cat no kill shelter in Weston, CT. I met many friendly volunteers and some
adorable kitties, and cats of all ages.
There was a family of 4 that would have to be adopted together and two feral cats that
you could go near but it wasn’t wise to try to pet. The two ferals had been there for 10 yrs
and would call this place home for life. Their little mats were just out amongst the other cats
and they were left alone and left the other cats alone.
I was so impressed with the way the volunteers nurtured and knew each cats habit
likes and dislikes and their unique dispositions. The placements were not an easy task. If
they felt the cat did not match the new adoptive family the cat did not leave their present
home (shelter). It was a wonderful experience. These cats were loved at this shelter,
something that can not be said at all shelters especially kill shelters.
I have two shelter cats Maurice and Cassandra. Maurice is 14 years young and
Cassandra is 7, they are both different in so many ways but each loving and precious.
The white cat in the background of this article is one of the shelter cats I recently met
and fell in love with. All of these cats will have a loving shelter life. Some will die here but
they are the fortunate shelter cats. The kill shelters put a time tag on their cats and their lives
are cut short and that is not acceptable in my eyes. All animals deserve to live in a loving and
happy environment. We can help. The next time you pass a shelter stop and see if you can
volunteer a few hours a week. Stop and drop off some beds, toys or just play with the cats,
or maybe take one home and let it love you for life. It is a win-win situation that you will
never regret.
Please remember adopt never shop! We can stop the over population of cats and give
these cats a wonderful life. Shelter cats are great cats, you might not know their past but you
can bet they will love you for the rest of their future as you will love them.

Report it .. Stop it
DO NOT be Silent!
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Dolores Paddock has recently become more involved with animal rights and fighting BSL across
the United States and the world. Hand4paws has had a large impact on her desire to help fight for
all animals. She has a passion for all animals and feel that we must Be the Voice of the Voiceless.
She has two cats, Maurice and Cassie, and one dog Beauregard. They all have rescued her!

BITE INHIBITION

So, just what is bite inhibition? Well, it means a dog has learned to
be gentle with its mouth. Some folks call this having a soft mouth. In the end I
guess it really means that we have a dog we don’t worry about doing damage
with its mouth… Let me give you an example:

Written by Mike Deathe

M AY 1 9 - 2 5 i s ...
National Dog Bite
Prevention Week

Dog A: Is a therapy dog and is great with people, obedient in all aspects, a great

dog. After a day of working in the local nursing home, dog and owner head to the
car to go home and tragedy strikes. The owner accidentally shuts the dog’s tail in
the car door! In the process of trying to get the door open the dog bites the
owner and the owner ends up with 6 stiches . . .
Moral of Dog A’s story, a social dog is not the same thing as a dog with bite inhibition or a soft mouth.

Dog B: Is also a therapy dog and is great with people, also obedient, once again a great dog. This dog works

in elementary schools and her owner takes her to the lake all the time to swim! Unfortunately, while at the lake this
dog got a small piece of glass embedded in one of her paws, it became infected and swollen. The owner took the
dog immediately to the vet and during the examination the vet squeezed the paw to see if the infection would come
out manually. The owner was in the room and was assisting the vet by holding the dog’s head. The moment the vet
squeezed the paw the dog howled in pain and turned on her owners arm and bit! However the difference in this story
was the minute this dog realized there was an arm in her mouth, she released pressure and basically started whimpering
and mouthing the owners arm. Much the same as someone squeezing a friends hand when in pain …
Moral of Dog B’s Story, a dog must be taught and encouraged to have a soft or inhibited bite! How do I
know this, well Dog B was my dog Leo!

So just how do we teach this valuable skill?
Well, I am going to make this short and sweet. There are three things I would recommend:

Hand feed your dog or puppy for the first 30 days… Where do you think the old saying “don’t bite the hand
that feeds” comes from!
Control, monitor and use squeaky toys as a way to create a soft mouth… In other words don’t let your dog’s
dissect or destroy their toys. Simply take the toy away for a quick 10-15 second time out each time the toy squeaks!
Over time they will learn to be gentle with their toys as well as your hands.
Practice what I call cradle and message… This is a touch game or message for the dog that is paired with the
hand feeding that gets the dog used to having the “hot spots” touched; such as the feet, mouth, tail and ears. Let’s face
it touch sensitivity is an issue with all sorts of mouthing issues with dogs!

As with all things in dog training, putting the proper rules and routines in place is the key to success…
This is a skill that is much easier to teach
to a puppy or young dog.
If you know that your dog has a hard
mouth do not try these techniques without
consulting a trainer first.
The methods for these dogs are much different.

Good luck and remember to
		
Keep it Simple Stupid

Mike Deathe is a stay-at-home dad who found his
passion as a dog trainer in 2008. He is the author of
Keep It Simple Stupid (K.I.S.S.) Pet Blog. In 2009,
he and his wife Kate founded Muttz “R” Us, a
t-shirt and pet product company with the motto
of “Saving Pets…One T-Shirt at a Time” In 2010
KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID (KISS) DOG TRAINING
was born and since then has been teaching dogs and
owners at Broadmore Kennels, located in Shawnee, Ks.
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Hiking with
Your Hound

Written by Julie Emrich Fredrick

is upon us and once again, and Mother Nature calls
Suspring
to share in her beauty. So leash-up your four-legged best

friend and head to the hills. Or the dessert. Or wherever
you go when you want to revel in nature’s playground.
Walking in the park or neighborhood is fine. It is convenient, familiar, and takes very little preparation.
But when you commit to a true hike with your hound, you will need to do a little planning.
The first consideration is physical ability. Is Fido an active dog with lots of stamina? Maybe a more
sedate or older dog? Choose the trail accordingly.
I once had a 100+ pound Great Pyrenees that adamantly refused to cross even the smallest of streams.
My oldest dog is not comfortable climbing up and down rocky surfaces. My Bichon mix accumulates
every leaf, twig and burr along the trail, and seems especially proud at the end of the day when he
resembles a tumbleweed more than a dog. We keep a spare brush and towels in the car specifically for
this reason.
Water is essential when hiking with your dog. Our dogs love to drink (and often swim) in surrounding
lakes and streams. But don’t allow your dog to drink from stagnant pools, which often carry Giardia,
an intestinal parasite. Bring plenty of fresh water and a collapsible bowl in your daypack.
In certain areas of the country, be cautious of “Foxtails”, or speargrass, which can lodge in the fur,
nostrils or ear canals of dogs, leading to serious injury. And always make sure your dog is protected
against ticks.
Follow the rules. Dogs are not allowed on many National Park trails. Most State Parks require dogs
to be on leash. National forests have no leash laws. Will you allow your dog off-leash on the trail?
For our constantly hunting Bichon, the answer is “no”. He stays on a leash. Our other two dogs are
well-behaved and return when called, so we allow them more freedom. Picking up after your pet is not
only a courtesy, but essential if we wish to keep our trails pet-friendly.
Whether your dog is big or small, active or a couch potato, as long as he’s
healthy, you will both delight in sharing the riches nature offers. So put on
your hiking shoes, grab Fido and his leash and head to the hills!

HAPPY
TRAILS!
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Julie Fredrick is an incurable wanderer and ardent animal lover.
Since her teenage years she has loved traveling and experiencing
different cultures, customs and characters. Julie & her husband
rescued 3 dogs, Kismet, Roxie and Chance. They decided to
travel with thier pups as they are ambassadogs of pet rescue
and adoption, as well as spay/neuter. www.3pupsinapopup.com

People and Pets
Written by Nena Gulbrandsen

Meet Bailey, a beloved dog that is making a
huge difference in the lives of our Senior Citizens
as they transition from one phase of life to another.
It is difficult for many people when they come to
the realization that they are unable to continue
with the day to day activities of life on their own
and that they need to transition from Independent
Living to Assisted Living or Nursing Home Care.
No matter how nice the facility may be or how well
staffed they may be, for some there is still a sense of
loss and even grief as they move into a new phase
of life.
Bailey, as well as other Therapy Dogs, and their
handlers have made a profound impact by going into
the Nursing homes and spending time with those
making these life changing moves. A dog brings with
them an underlying feeling of warmth, comfort, love
and joy. It does not matter if it’s a small dog, such
as Bailey, who waits patiently before being placed
gently on the lap of a resident, to the majestic presence
of a larger breed, who brings with it the calm peaceful
assurance that everything is going to be alright. For
a brief moment in time, the patient or residents
problems, physical pain or loneliness disappears
and they are comforted by the softness of the fur
and the understanding compassion they see looking
back at them through the gentle eyes of a dog. These
dogs also provide an avenue for physical touch, through
petting and touching of the fur; stroking the back of
a dog leads to more movement from the patients and
consequently, increased physical activity. Often times
the elderly are reminded of dogs that they have
had in their past and joyful memories begin to
flood their mind. Some residents light-heartedly
share their favorite stories and memories of their
past dogs.

My own mother now resides in a nursing home
facility and even though the transition has been a
smooth one, the weekly visit from Bailey and other
Therapy Dogs is one of the highlights of her week.
Dogs have always been a part of our family and now
through the kindness of wonderful volunteers and their
pets, many residents like my mom are able to have their
spirits lifted on a regular basis.
It is with our deepest heartfelt appreciation
that we say “Thank-You” to all the amazing
volunteers and your precious dogs for your
generosity, your thoughtfulness and for the joy
you bring to so many. You make a difference in
the lives of people with each and every visit.

Nena Gulbrandsen is a wife, mother and entrepreneur.
She has been married for 26 years. Her interests include
writing, painting, interior design and other creative
avenues. She loves spending time with her family, making
memories and supporting and encouraging her friends.
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2 Measures Above Cloud 9

We Dance With Butterflies

Written by Christina Bournias

A butterfly caught my eye. It fluttered and dropped, fluttered and dropped, fluttered...
and...dropped. Then, as if home, it landed on his nose. Curious and cross-eyed, Nicodemus
looked up, sneezed, then smiled at me.
I thought nothing of the butterfly. Pretty, but nothing out of the ordinary. But
because this particular butterfly was so insistent at flying in close circles around us, I couldn’t
help but observe its unusual markings—brownish-black in color, a red-orange band across its
left wing, and a huge white dot on its opposite side. Unique for a Red Admiral.
I had recently moved to Baltimore and was lonesome without a pet. It was a time when
new beginnings and revitalized hope were welcome. On this early morning in May, the birds
were chirping, and the smell of spring filled the air. Vast acres of rolling hills glistened with
dew. The trees were lush. The flowers, brilliant.
I never felt better. I was adopting a dog.
My decision was made. Nicodemus was soon to become my first dog (“Rescue Dogs: A First
Second” at AmericanPetMagazine.com Volume 1 Issue 2 on page 7). He wasn’t even mine yet, and he
welcomed me with a wagging tail. So, I welcomed him with open arms.
During the adoption process I would visit Nicodemus. Taken by surprise, I noticed this
butterfly at each visit. It seemed to be waiting just for us. With closer inspection, I observed
identical markings. How peculiar it would be if it was the same butterfly.
Certainly there must be more than one of its kind.
While surrounded by other needy animals at the Baltimore Humane Society
(http//:www.bmorehumane.org), I sought out the magical butterfly. It was nowhere to be
found. The butterfly appeared only with Nicodemus—my own one of a kind.
I diverted my attention from the butterfly, and focused on my herding dog that was
trying so hard to woo me over. After all, I was adopting a dog, not a butterfly. I suppose this
butterfly was part of the package. I laughed it off as a coincidence, and not a “miracle” from
above, and continued filing my application. Even so, it was that specific butterfly that made my
adoption process so riveting.
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Finally, after days of waiting for this shelter puppy, we drove home together. Nicodemus
with inquisitive ears, me with a skip in my step. His head turned every which way, and his ears
joggled with the bumps in the road. Our car whistled out tunes of Louie Armstrong, and I
felt like dancing. ‘What A Wonderful World’ it really was. I remember feeling proud at the
thought of caring for my own dog.
Nicodemus’s wet nose smashed up against the window crevice, and his innocent tail
furiously pounded against the back seat. We pulled up outside my apartment, and I opened the
car door to our new life.
As I introduced him to an unfamiliar world with me, I unlocked the entrance, and
forever unlocked my heart to Nicodemus. ‘Nica’ was twirling, spinning, and chasing his tail.
He chomped at the air, jumped higher, and squeaked with excitement. He was busy. I was thankful.
I gazed way up in the clear blue sky. Puffs of clouds seemed a zillion miles above the horizon.
But, with Nicodemus, I was two notches higher than Cloud 9.
Then all at once, yet like a ticklish whisper, I felt something brush up against my cheek. It was
our butterfly—exact same colors; gorgeous brown, an orange strike, and one white dot. As it
flipped and floated, I watched as it made its way closer to my dog’s snout. Its graceful wings
fluttered to the beat of my heart. It eventually settled on our windowsill, remarkably still. I
held my breath, as if that would keep our friend here forever. Then, as if it caught me staring
at it in utter astonishment, our butterfly took rapid flight, and whisked away.
It is said that a butterfly is symbolic of new life. I am convinced the butterfly we saw that day
was our forever symbol. It was a one of a kind. And if it wasn’t, It sure wanted me to believe that
it was. I speculate that this butterfly is now my reminder of love, life, and renewed hope.
To this day, when I’m filled with happiness, and I feel like dancing, wouldn’t you know it, if I
don’t spot a butterfly.

Christina Bournias resides in Michigan with her 3-pack; three new beautiful adopted miracles. As her
“Angelwriter”, Nicodemus (1997-2010) is the wisdom behind the stories Christina shares. (#nica_knows)
As an Accredited Pet Trainer, Christina champions the magnitude of building the bond between a dog and
their person(s) by means of respectful communication and enduring admiration.

‘Follow’ and ‘Like’: http://www.twitter.com/nica_knows
http://www.tinyURL.com/LIKE-nica
woof@brilliant-orange.com

http://www.brilliant-orange.com

2013 © !woof Nicodemus™ c/o Brilliant Orange LLC; a brand new way of thinking™
background photo: Photographer ‘Tinu’
fotowelt.chip.de/k/landschaft-natur/auf-dem-land/admiral/952802/
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Take Your Dog to Work Day® Celebrates

Canine Companionship & Adoption

Written by ©Dorothy Wills-Raftery

For pet parents, the hardest part of each day is when it comes time to leave for work and leave the furkids
behind. So, what can make a Friday, the end to a long work week for most, even better? Spending it with your
dog! Whether you work in an office, out on the road, or from home, having your canine companions with you
makes the day much brighter! That’s the concept behind Take Your Dog to Work Day® (TYDTWDay).
This special day, according to takeyourdog.com, was created by Pet Sitters International in 1999 to “celebrate
the great companions dogs make and to encourage their adoption from humane societies, animal shelters and
breed rescue clubs.” Through this annual event, people who love pets are asked “to celebrate the humane-canine
bond and promote pet adoption by encouraging their employers to support TYDTWDay. “

“Employers are encouraged to open their workplace to employees’ four-legged friends on
this one special day.”
Whether your office welcomes canine companions for an all-day visit or for a designated time, having them
nearby can benefit workers in many ways, including boosting morale, reducing stress, and fostering positive
socialization with other office dog parents, which all translates into happy employees and resulting in increased
work productivity. TYDTWDay also highlights opportunities to showcase shelter dogs and encourages fostering
and adoption.
Holding a TYDTWDay event should be
planned out with your boss and office staff so
everyone is on the same page. Accommodations
for the dogs should be arranged and approved
ahead of time, including a rest area, a location for
walks, a designated bathroom area (don’t forget
the doggy-doo bags), a place for water and food
dishes, and, if possible, it’s also good to consider
having a pet sitter on hand for those hectic
moments during the work day to ensure your
pet’s needs are met and they are kept safe and happy.
Be sure to bring any medications your pet
may need. Please remember to have up-to-date
tags and licenses on your dog’s collar, a current
photo of your dog, and most importantly, be
sure they are microchipped in the event the
unthinkable happens and they slip out that
office door.
Photo: ‘Bandit’ of the FiveSibes™ really enjoys
spending time in Wills-Raftery’s office, where
she has a bed and some toys to keep her comfy.
Photo by Dorothy Wills-Raftery.
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H e r e a r e s e v e n t i p s c o m p l i m e n t s o f Did you know that
T Y D T W D a y , f o r m a k i n g t h e d a y Take Your Dog to Work Day®…
...is celebrating its 15th Anniversary
an enjoyable experience for
this year?
a l l , e s pe c i a l ly t h e d o g s :
Do an office check. Be sure it is okay with your employer/boss
that you bring your best four-legged friend to the office. Also check
that no one has allergies to dogs.
Puppy-proof your work space. Check the areas your dog will
be in for anything toxic or poisonous and remove them safely out of
their reach.
Bathe and groom your dog before its office debut. Only bring a
vetted, healthy and friendly dog to the office.
Prepare a doggie bag. “Include food, treats, bowls, toys, leash,
paper towels, clean-up bags and pet-safe disinfectant (just in case).
If you are routinely in and out of your work space, consider bringing
a portable kennel for your dog’s comfort and your peace of mind,”
suggests TYDTWDay.
Plan your pet’s feeding times carefully. And be sure to know
where your pet can make his “nature calls.”
Avoid forcing co-workers to interact with your dog.
Great tip! Some folks may be anxious or afraid of dogs.
As the TYDTWDay states, “Dog lovers will make themselves
known. To avoid pet accidents, monitor the amount of treats your
pet is being given. Remember that chocolate, candy and other people
food should not be shared with dogs.”
Have an exit strategy. Even though it should be a fun day for
all two-legged and four-legged folks, it is always good to have an exit
plan for your pet, just in case he/she becomes stressed being in a
different environment and around strangers.

...is an annual event and is always
celebrated on the Friday following
Father’s Day?
...is celebrated this year on June 21, 2013,
at the end of an entire Take Your Pet To
Work Week™?
...encourages employers to experience
the joy of pets in the workplace and
support their local pet community?
...offers celebration ideas for the big
day on the takeyourdog.com website?
...accommodates cat lovers and others
who cannot participate on TYDTWDay?
...has an official song (you can listen to it
on the website takeyourdog.com)
...and takeyourdog.com sponsors a photo
competition for pictures of your dog busy
at work that could win you cash and
prizes, as well as a cash donation to a
rescue/shelter of your choice?
...has a featured link on the website to
adoptable pets via Adoptapet.com?

For some more great tips on preparing to bring your dog to
your workplace, and lots of other great info, be sure to check out the
TYDTWDay website at takeyourdog.com.
And remember, with a little planning for June 21st,
Take Your Dog to Work Day
can be a fun and memorable day for all.
Dorothy Wills-Raftery is an author and photojournalist. She is a member of the Dog Writers Association of America and Pet Photographer’s Alliance of America.
Hu-parent to five Siberian Huskies, her ‘Gibson’ is the face of her “Live Gib Strong” K-9 Epilepsy Awareness campaign. Wills-Raftery, is the co-host of “The Sibe
Vibe” radio show that broadcasts on Dog Works Radio. Contact her at FiveSibes@gmail.com or visit her blog at http://FiveSibes.blogspot.com. She can also be
found on Facebook at FiveSibes: Siberian Husky K9 News & Reviews, on YouTube on the FiveSibes channel, and on Twitter and Instagram at @FiveSibesMom.
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What’s Wrong with Gibson?
Written by Dorothy Wills-Raftery
Illustrated by Michelle Littler

Welcome to the world of the FiveSibes™! They are five
energetic Siberian Huskies who spend all of their days
playing and learning together. Their stories are ones that
children and adults of all ages will enjoy reading. The first
book of the series, What’s Wrong With Gibson?

translated into a short tale that makes it easy for children (who
may have Epilepsy themselves, know someone who does, or
have a pet that has it) to understand. As the short story unfolds in
easy-to-understand rhymes accompanied by colorfully adorable
illustrations, the three young pups discover that their big brother
has Canine Epilepsy and they get a hands-on lesson about care
and first aid from the pack’s alpha leader, Harley. A percentage of
proceeds from the book will be donated to the non-profit Canine
Epilepsy Resources center.

Learning About K-9 Epilepsy, is based on one of the
author’s Huskies, Gibson, having a seizure, which is

Available online from ArcticHouse Publishing

Keep It Simple Stupid Dog Training
The Book of Poop & Pee

Oodles of Poodles: a Pet Rescue Mystery

Written by Mike Deathe

Shelter manager and pet rescuer Lauren Vancouver once
again takes on the role of amateur sleuth when there’s a
murder on a film set . . .Has Hollywood gone to the dogs?
Pet rescuer Lauren Vancouver is observing production on
a new movie called Sheba’s Story. The title character—a
white Miniature poodle—is played by many similar-looking
poodles, and to make sure no animals are harmed,
Lauren’s friend, veterinarian Carlie Stellan, and Grant, a
handsome representative from the American Humane
Association, are on location. But when the film’s director
is killed in a suspicious hit-and-run after arguing with Carlie
about animal safety, it’s up to Lauren to clear her friend’s
name and catch a killer before someone else ends up in
oodles of deadly trouble.

Written by Linda O. Johnston

No book on training can ever cover every dog,
their behavior, or pretend to know the motivation
of those dogs. That being said, this book is a guide
for understanding the hows and whys of dog potty
training. It does not pretend to offer a silver bullet
or magic pill to make potty training suddenly work.
As with any of my works, it is only the first step
in learning to speak dog as a second language
(DASL!) The second step is your work with your
dog, and the third step should always be with a
professional trainer if problems persist. Expecting
anything else is silly! www.KeepItSimpleStupid.com
CHARLIE BEAR: What a Headstrong Rescue Dog Taught
Me about Life, Love, and Second Chances
Written by B.J. Taylor
Everyone deserves a second chance and someone to
love them, right? Even a stubborn little dog with behavior
problems. The story of CHARLIE BEAR is an intimate look at
the first year in the life of a dog nearly labeled “unadoptable”
by his foster mother. As he begins his new life, Charlie Bear
ferociously guards his food and toys, throws temper tantrums,
and is sensitive to touch.

Although B.J. doubts their sanity in adopting Charlie Bear
after he repeatedly attacks their other dog, Rex, she is
determined to make it work for the sake of her husband,
who has fallen in love. But when B.J.’s world begins to fall
apart, she shares how time, patience, and faith helped her
realize that Charlie Bear was not the only one who needed a
second chance—she did, too.

See Page 19 for Charlie Bear Woofs on
Pet Appreciation Month / June

Finding Forever:
The Dogs of Coastal German Shepherd Rescue
Written by Dobie Houson
Finding Forever:
The Dogs of Coastal German Shepherd Rescue,
is a heartwarming, profound, and joyful
book about 26 amazing dogs and their
search for a forever home. Anyone who
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as ever gazed into the soulful eyes of their
animal companion and wondered what
they were thinking will fall in love with these
German Shepherds and their beautiful stories
Find it on Amazon.com at http://ow.ly/cHA5B

See Page 33 for Dobie Houson’s article
‘10 Reasons NOT to Breed’
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